
          
         

 AUTOMOTIVE

CASE STUDY

AUTOMAKER GENERATES
$20 MILLION INCREMENTAL 
REVENUE BY IDENTIFYING  
THE RIGHT BUYERS FOR 
VEHICLE LAUNCH

When an automaker refreshed an existing carline 
with luxury updates, it sought to target audiences 
most likely to purchase the vehicles as well as test 
aspirational prospect groups. But the automaker first 
needed to identify the audiences and put targeting 
and measurement structures in place to evaluate the 
sales impact of each marketing channel.

REACHING PROSPECTS FOR 
LUXURY BRANDS
The automaker turned to Acxiom, its strategic 
partner, to segment and pinpoint these 
audiences. With Acxiom’s proprietary solutions 
and expertise, the automaker was able to size  
carline-specific prospect groups and test the 
impact of digital channels, which generated 
unprecedented results. 
 
Acxiom appended InfoBase® and Acxiom 
Audience Propensities® data elements to 
the automaker’s owner files and pre-defined 

RESULTS: • 700 vehicles sold for the targeted carline

	 •	 Influenced	the	incremental	sale	of	5K+	models	 

  across other carlines

	 •	More	than	20X	revenue	return	on	its	 

	 	 Acxiom	investment

APPROACH: •	Look-alike	modeling

	 •	Multi-channel	market	tests	to	evaluate	email			 	

	 	 and	digital	outreach	channels

	 •	Omnichannel	analytics	to	link	campaign	data		 	

  and vehicle sales

SOLUTION: •	Acxiom’s	proprietary	solutions	and	expertise		 	

	 	 gave	the	automaker	the	optimal	method	of		 	

	 	 targeting	and	measurement	to	maximize	 

	 	 channel	effectiveness

	 •	Campaign	period	of	2.5	months	with	a	 

	 	 60-day	attribution	window
 

attitudinal survey participant list. Acxiom then used the owner files and participant list to create look-alike models  
and identify high-propensity prospect audiences, with a specific focus on finding those who favored luxury and  
competitor vehicles. 
 



With test audiences defined, Acxiom and the automaker created a test-and-control campaign plan focused on measuring 
channel incrementality and driving revenue. Audiences were targeted over a period of 2.5 months on a mix of channels: 

•  Email Only

•  Digital Display Only

•  Email + Digital Display

Acxiom consolidated digital exposure, email response and owner (transactional) data in its privacy-compliant omnichannel 
environment to enable attribution. Acxiom also created custom reporting dashboards so the automaker’s marketing and 
strategy teams could track audience development and campaign results.

A 20X REVENUE RETURN ON ACXIOM INVESTMENT
The carline-specific campaign ran for 2.5 months, with results measured through a 60-day lookback window. With the ability 
to tie sales back to target groups, Acxiom measured the transactional impact for each of the three channels. Acxiom 
also evaluated how current owner look-alike prospects performed compared to the aspirational look-alike prospects.

Given the results of the market test, Acxiom recommended the automaker expand the audience size of email efforts by 
10X, focus on the highly-lucrative display-only campaigns and increase ad frequency by 3-5X to increase purchase rates.

Most importantly, the automaker learned how effective targeting rooted in data can be and understands how to optimize 
future efforts for maximum return.

and more than 700 vehicles sold for  
the targeted carline

$20 million 
in incremental revenue

The campaign generated more than

5,000 models 
across other carlines

The effort influenced the incremental sale of

20X 
return on its Acxiom investment

The automaker netted a more than

Want to know more? To find out how Acxiom can help you find and 
reach your best customers, visit acxiom.com or call us at 888.3acxiom.

acxiom.com
888.3acxiom
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